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1.) WHO DOCUMENT

Considerations regarding consent in ■ children and adolescents

between 6 and 17 years old.

■PDF■

https://t.co/mBJAtgETx7 https://t.co/wChVySzobZ

2.) IMPLIED CONSENT... pg.3■

3.) "...the PHYSICAL PRESENCE of the CHILD or ADOLESCENT, with or WITHOUT an accompanying PARENT at the ■

SESSION, is CONSIDERED to IMPLY CONSENT."■

4.) "...PARENTS WHO DO NOT CONSENT to ■ are EXPECTED IMPLICITLY TO TAKE STEPS TO ENSURE THAT

THEIR CHILD or ADOLESCENT DOES NOT PARTICIPATE in the ■ SESSION."■

5.) "This may include NOT LETTING the CHILD or ADOLESCENT ATTEND SCHOOL on a ■ DAY, if VACCINE DELIVERY

OCCURS THROUGH SCHOOLS.

6.) Basically if your child is in a school and the state, school, or district decide to administer free ■ at school that day you've

given implied CONSENT to have your child ■.

Even if you are not aware■

EXAMPLE: You missed a letter notification, call, or email.

7.) "The Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine has NOT BEEN APPROVED or LICENSED BY the U.S. FOOD AND DRUG

ADMINISTRATION (FDA)..."

■Souce:■

https://t.co/e2zvZW87bz
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8.) Watch Part 1

9.) Watch Part 2

10.) .@TuckerCarlson says there’s been 3362 people has died after receiving the Covid vaccine.

11.) .@TuckerCarlson says according to the government recording system The vaccine is responsible for 8000

hospitalizations. Nearly 900 non-deadly heart attacks after getting the shot 2700 reported chest pains.



12.) .@TuckerCarlson says in the past four months the US government has recorded more deaths after receiving the

Covid19 vaccine then all deaths recorded after all other vaccines that’s been administered in the past 15 years.



13. Children Must Not Be Vaccinated for COVID-19

https://t.co/HY2oa0qCK5
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